THINK OF ME

Terzo giardino is a public space and a tool for the city. It is a “large question” for the future of Firenze and its relationship with contemporary art, with the cultural heritage and the way we should have to use it today. Terzo giardino is a space and a program of activities oriented in involving people into a totally different way to think the river and the landscape.

Walks with ecologists and professionals invited to explain meaning of that place, its plants and animals which are living there.

Inside each “stanza” there is a device for relaxing and create an intimate relationship with nature. Sometimes a bench made of local stones, other times only trees for shadow.

Terzo Giardino is raising debate in the city trough “Terzo Giardino dialogues” where scientists, politician, artists and other people involved in the field of sustainability are invited to discuss city issues and possibilities in raising a new consciousness.